List of genre/form headings that were approved on May 19, 2010; updates from 1/5/2011

Headings on this list should not be assigned without first consulting Classification Web or the authority records in Voyager

Aerial photographs  Outline maps
Aerial views  Physical maps
Aeronautical charts  Photomaps
Armillary spheres  Pictorial maps
Astronomical models  Plat maps
Atlas factice  Plotting charts
Atlases  Portolan charts
Bathymetric maps  Quadrangle maps
Block diagrams  Raster data
Bottle-charts  Relief models
Cadastral maps  Remote-sensing images
Cartographic materials  Remote-sensing maps
Cartographic materials for people with visual disabilities  Road maps
Celestial charts  Statistical maps
Celestial globes  Stick charts
Children's atlases  Strip maps
Children's maps  Thematic maps
Comparative maps  Topographic maps
Digital maps  Tourist maps
Early maps  Vector data
Fire insurance maps  Wall maps
Flow maps  World atlases
Geodatabases  World maps
Geographic information systems  Worm's-eye views
Geological cross-sections  Upside-down maps
Geological maps  Zoning maps
Geospatial data
Globes
Gores (Maps)
Gravity anomaly maps
Index maps
Linguistic atlases
Loran charts
Lunar globes
Manuscript maps
Mappae mundi
Maps
Meteorological charts
Mental maps
Military maps
Mine maps
Miniature maps
Nautical charts